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par

G.W. Csullog

Résumé

Les quantités de radionucléides et de produits toxiques et dangereux peuvent être déterminées par
déduction ou par analyse. On peut évaluer les limites supérieures et inférieures et la variance de ces
quantités par colis de déchets individuel ou calculer la moyenne pour plusieurs colis. À partir des
quantités calculées pour des colis individuels, il est possible d'établir une quantité cumulative de
matières contaminantes pour tous les colis.

En tant que données d'entrée nécessaires aux évaluations de la tenue, les quantités de colis
individuels sont nécessaires à l'élaboration des scénarios d'intrusion tandis que les quantités
cumulatives servent à la modélisation de l'installation globale. Les évaluations de la tenue, à partir
des quantités individuelles et des quantités cumulatives, permettent d'évaluer le risque radiologique
ou les doses reçues pour les concepts de dépôt de stockage. Un risque ou des doses prévues
inacceptables pour une matière contaminante donnée indique que l'on doit considérer que la matière
en question pose des problèmes.

Même si les résultats des évaluations de sûreté sont couramment exprimés sous forme de risque ou
de doses prévues, ils peuvent également être exprimés sous forme de valeurs estimatives de
quantités maximales ou limites sûres pour chaque matière contaminante dans un scénario de dépôt.
Une quantité qui s'approche de la valeur maximale ou qui la dépasse signale que la matière
contaminante en question risque de poser des problèmes.

Une fois qu'on a déterminé quelles sont les matières contaminantes posant des problèmes, il est
recommandé de : i) valider les données utilisées dans l'évaluation de la tenue (ce qui a été fait dans
le cas de l'129I aux É.-U.), ii) limiter les quantités de matières contaminantes dans le dépôt ou iii)
améliorer la fonction isolement de la structure (entre autres par un conditionnement plus efficace).

Le point important est que l'évaluation de la tenue définit la qualité des données à recueillir. Si l'on
prévoit que la quantité d'une matière contaminante sera de beaucoup inférieure à la quantité
maximale sûre estimative pour un dépôt, il est raisonnable dans ce cas d'accepter des valeurs
estimatives de quantité qui présentent une variance élevée et un bas niveau de confiance. Dans le
cas des matières contaminantes qui ont une incidence considérable sur les évaluations de la tenue,
on doit s'efforcer de produire les meilleures valeurs estimatives de quantité (terme-source)
possibles.

Un des buts premiers des programmes de caractérisation devrait consister à établir la validité des
données utilisées dans les évaluations de la tenue. Il y a peu à gagner à s'efforcer d'améliorer la
fiabilité des données pour certains déchets si l'on estime que ceux-ci ont peu d'impact sur la tenue
du dépôt. Il est préférable de consacrer le temps, l'attention et les fonds aux déchets qui sont
susceptibles d'avoir une forte incidence sur la tenue afin de les caractériser convenablement.

La réception des déchets doit être fonction de la qualité des données de caractérisation fournies par
les producteurs de déchets. Il est donc nécessaire d'établir des critères permettant de vérifier la
conformité aux exigences.
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Abstract

Radionuclide and toxic/hazardous contaminant inventories in wastes can be determined by inference
or analysis. Upper and lower limits and variances of contaminant inventories can be estimated for
individual packages or averaged over a number of packages. From individual package inventories, a
cumulative contaminant inventory can be calculated for all packages.

As inputs to performance assessments, individual package inventories are needed for intrusion
scenarios and cumulative inventories are needed for modeling the overall facility. Performance
assessments, using both individual and cumulative inventories, produce estimates of the risk or dose
consequences for repository concepts. Unacceptable risk or dose for a given contaminant identify it
as a problem contaminant.

While risk or dose consequences are common outputs of safety assessments, results can also be
reported as estimates of the safe inventory limit for each contaminant in a repository scenario.
Problem contaminants are identified by inventories that approach or exceed their estimated safe
inventory limits.

Once problem contaminants are identified, it may be useful to: (i) validate the data used in the
performance assessment (as was done for 1-129 in the USA), (ii) restrict contaminant inventories in
the repository, or (iii) improve the containment capability of the repository (including improved
packaging).

A key point is that performance assessments define the quality of data to be collected. If a
contaminant's inventory will be far below its estimated safe inventory limit for a repository, then it
is reasonable to accept inventory estimates that have high variances and low confidence. For
contaminants that have a significant impact upon performance assessments, efforts must be made to
provide the best inventory (source term) estimates practicable.

One important goal of characterization programs should be to establish the adequacy of data used in
performance assessments. There is little value in striving to improve confidence in data for some
waste streams if they are assessed to have a minor impact upon repository performance. Streams
that have a major impact upon performance deserve the time, attention and money to be
characterized adequately.

Waste acceptance must be linked to the quality of characterization data provided by generators. This
link sets compliance monitoring requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

The performance objective for radioactive waste disposal in Canada requires that the
predicted radiological risk to individuals from disposal facilities shall not exceed 10"* fatal
cancers and serious genetic effects in a year (1). To ensure that this objective is achieved,
al! wastes managed by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited at Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories (CRNL) will have to meet Waste Acceptance Criteria (2), which were
developed according to International Atomic Energy Agency guidelines (3).

The Waste Acceptance Criteria specify that wastes received by Waste Management Systems
at CRNL both from CRNL operations and from generators across Canada must be
adequately characterized (for both their radiological and nonradiological, toxic/hazardous
contaminants). They also specify that waste characterization is the responsibility of the waste
generator.

Waste Management Systems is developing a compliance monitoring station, based on both
nondestructive and destructive analytical methods, to examine selected waste packages within
selected waste shipments to determine generator compliance with the Waste Acceptance
Criteria. The disposition of wastes (processing, storage or disposal) will be based upon the
characterization data provided by generators and verified by compliance monitoring.

The strategy of Waste Management Systems is to dispose of radioactive wastes in facilities
engineered to isolate and contain them for the duration of their radiologically hazardous
lifetimes. Four waste disposal concepts are being considered/developed. They are: (i) a
deminimis waste facility, (ii) an Improved Sand Trench [1ST], (iii) an Intrusion Resistant
Underground Structure [IRUS], and (iv) a Shallow Rock Cavity [SRC]. Table 1 shows the
relationship between the radiologically hazardous lifetimes of wastes, the facilities being
considered/developed to dispose of them and waste categories.

WASTE CATEGORIES

The strategy for disposal requires wastes to be categorized according to their radiologically
hazardous lifetimes, segregated according to category and placed into an appropriate disposal
facility.

At present, waste category1 definitions arc based upon the Canadian Atomic Energy Control
Board regulations for the transport of radioactive materials and are used as guidelines for
interim waste storage, not disposal. While the current definitions (see Table 2) take into
account the half-lives of the radioactive contaminants in wastes, they were not developed in
relationship to the disposal facilities listed in Table 1.

To support its strategy of disposing of wastes in the facilities listed in Table 1, Waste
Management Systems must define waste categories in relationship to the containment
capabilities of those facilities. First, the safe inventory limits for radionuclides in each of the
facilities must be established through safety assessments, such as pathways analysis. Second,
average specific activity limits must be set for the waste packages to be placed into the
facilities as follows:

1. The deminimis category was not in use at the time this paper was presented.
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safe inventory limit for
facility for radionuclide X specific activity limit for

_ radionuclide X in packages
total volume of waste to be that can be placed in facility
placed into the facility

Third, the radionuclide limits now used to define waste categories (Table 2) must be
replaced by the limits that are based on facility-specific safety assessments.

The safe limits for radionuclides must take into account:

- the performance objective of achieving less than a 1O6 risk of consequence (regulatory
limit),

- the setting of an administrative level for risk (a fraction of the regulatory limit) which
takes into account the ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) principle, and

- the fractional contributions to risk for all radionuclides in the disposal facility.

Once waste categories are defined relative to disposal concepts, wastes can be categorized,
segregated and disposed of in the appropriate facility.

DISPOSAL BASED ON CATEGORIES

The assignment of waste categories based on facility-specific safety assessments helps ensure
that the safe inventory limits for radionuclides would not be exceeded when wastes are placed
into disposal facilities. However, the assignment of categories is an iterative process.

Using generator estimates of waste characteristics, categories are assigned to wastes. Wastes
identified as having the most impact upon disposal facility performance must be carefully
examined to validate the generators' estimates. This re-evaluation may result in the assignment
of a higher or lower category to the wastes. Once waste categories are better defined, follow-
up performance assessments can be made to determine the impact of re-categorization upon
disposal facility performance.

During the filling of a repository, the operator may determine that only a small fraction of
the safe inventory limit for certain radionuclides has been placed into the facility. In these
cases, the operator should have the option of applying to the regulator to place higher-
category wastes, with significant amounts of the identified radionuclides, into the facility. The
placement of wastes from one category into a facility engineered for a lower category of
wastes would be based on a running total of the inventories for all radionuclides to be placed
into the facility, to ensure that its safe limits are not exceeded. The facility may have to be
enhanced to reduce risks associated with intrusion.
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WASTE CHARACTERIZATION

To categorize wastes for disposal according to their radiologically hazardous lifetime, their
radionuclide inventories must be estimated. While categorization will be performed by Waste
Managment Systems, it will be based upon characterization data provided by waste generators.

All wastes shipped to Waste Management Systems must be accompanied by a manifest. In
addition, generators must complete a waste package data sheet for each package shipped. Data
sheets record the package type (drum, bale, etc.), the waste material (trash, resins, etc.),
quantities of chelating agents and toxic/hazardous materials, the type of waste (reactor
operation, isotope production, isotope usage, fuel fabrication, etc.) and the inventory of each
radionuclide. Generators must also specify the uncertainty of inventories reported.

Prior to shipping waste, generators must forward preshipment copies of manifests and data
sheets to Waste Management Systems. Generators must also supply documentation that
describes how they characterized their wastes. All documentation will be reviewed by a waste
characterization specialist, who will determine whether or not acceptable methods were used to
characterize wastes. If the specialist determines that acceptable methods were used, the wastes
will be qualified for shipment (QFS).

Once QFS wastes are received, the data on manifests will be verified by compliance
monitoring, as discussed below, and used to segregate wastes for processing or storage/disposal
in an appropriate facility.

In some cases, generators may determine that some of their wastes have 'standard'
characteristics. For example, the relative abundances of radionuclides may fall within defined
limits of variability (known as a radionuclide signature). In these cases, total activity
measurements, coupled with scaling factors, may be adequate for estimating the radionuclide
inventories in the wastes. Wastes with 'standard' characteristics are considered to form a waste
stream and will be assigned a process code by Waste Management Systems.

The identification of waste streams is important, since:

- segregation for processing, storage or disposal is facilitated,

- generators will not have to supply the same level of documented evidence
of methods used to estimate waste properties, and

- the amount of compliance monitoring will be lower than for wastes with
highly variable properties.

To help ensure that their waste characterization data are acceptable, generators must have a
quality assurance program that delineates the responsibility and authority of personnel involved
in it. They must also define the organizational structure of their waste management programs
and the activities carried out within them.

Waste Management Systems has the right to audit any waste generator's quality assurance and
inspection program as it applies to their waste management operations.



QUALITY OF CHARACTERIZATION DATA

As stated previously, Waste Management Systems will review preshipment documentation that
describes how generators characterized their wastes. This review will determine whether
acceptable methods were used.

There are two major components to the review process. First, a waste characterization
specialist will review the actual procedures used to estimate waste properties. This will include
a review of administrative controls if inference was used to estimate waste properties, and a
review of analytical methods if direct analysis was used. The specialist will report any
nonconformances that can be identified (e.g., improper sampling).

Second, the specialist will review the quantities and variances of radionuclide inventories
reported in relationship to the specific activity limits established for the various waste
categories. For example, the data reported may clearly establish the waste as category II;
however, most of the radionuclides may have activities at the lower end of the category range
of values, while one or more radionuclides may be near their upper limits, thus identifying
them as problem contaminants.

Based on the review of the procedures used to characterize the wastes, the specialist will have
to determine whether: (i) effort should be applied to validate the data provided, (ii) the waste
should be placed into a higher category based on the uncertainty of the data provided, or (iii)
increased containment (for example, improved waste packaging) can be used to remove the
problem contaminant status for the waste. The first option would be exercised if the generator
has characterization methods available that would improve the quality of data reported. The
second option would be used if a suitable, higher category disposal facility is available. The
third option would be used only if safety assessments have determined that improved packaging
would be effective.

The review process described links the quality of characterization data provided by generators
to the qualification for shipment process. The final link between waste acceptance and quality
of characterization data depends on the compliance monitoring of wastes shipped to Waste
Management Systems.

COMPLIANCE MONITORING

Compliance monitoring increases the probability that Waste Acceptance Criteria will be met. h
consists of: (i) an external examination of packages for factors like radiation field, surface
contamination, structural stability, etc., and (ii) a verification of package contents (radionuclide
inventory, toxic/hazardous materials, restricted items, etc.). Waste Management Systems will
select waste packages from shipments it receives to verify generator estimates of waste
properties as recorded on manifests and data sheets.

The external examination is performed according to a waste inspection checklist. Inspectors
report nonconformances and take corrective actions according to documented procedures.

The verification of package contents is performed by an analytical group according to qualified,
documented procedures. Both nondestructive and destructive analytical methods are used (5).
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- Nondestructive Compliance Monitoring

Real time radiography can be used to detect restricted items (gas cylinders, liquids, etc.) in
waste packages. Waste Management Systems is currently reviewing the need for real time
radiography within its compliance monitoring program.

Radionuclides can be detected by nondestructive monitoring based on neutron interrogation,
gamma-ray spectrometry and gas proportional counting. Currently, Waste Management Systems
uses only gamma-ray monitoring.

The gamma-ray monitor now in use has a Canberra high-purity germanium (13% relative
efficiency, resolution of 1.9 keV FWHM at 1332.5 keV), horizontally mounted gamma-ray
detector with associated electronics. The multichannel analyser it uses is an IBM-PC compatible
computer equipped with an ORTEC "ACE" MCA card with 4096 channels and an analog to
digital converter. Peak search and nuclide identification is performed by the software package
OMNIGAM, purchased from EG&G ORTEC.

Monitoring operations are controlled by a custom, menu-driven software package that
interfaces to the OMNIGAM software. The control program allows waste monitoring to be
performed by nonspecialist personnel.

Waste Management Systems is designing and constructing a Waste Reception Centre to
support disposal operations. A compliance monitoring station will be part of the Waste
Reception Centre. When complete, the monitoring station will include multiple gamma-ray
detectors in addition to the one described above. Multiple detectors are required to monitor
the very large dynamic range of waste package activities expected.

Figure 1 is a schematic of the waste monitoring station, now in the design phase. The station
will use a combination of collimation, detector volume (efficiency) and distance from source to
accommodate the wide range of source activities.

- Destructive Compliance Monitoring

Figure 2 shows the radiochemical analysis scheme developed for ash from the radioactive waste
incinerator at CRNL (5). Along with developing sampling protocols, the ash analysis methods
are being adapted to characterize wastes selected for destructive compliance monitoring.

Compliance monitoring for nonradioactive contaminants will be based upon two types of
physical/chemical waste characterization R&D being done at CRNL. The first program
involves developing stabilized waste forms that have enhanced radionuclide retention properties
(6) and the second is a program to determine the behaviour of waste forms in repository
environments (7). Both of these programs involve the detailed characterization of the
physical/chemical properties of wastes and the determination of the relationship between
observed properties and waste form performance. They also provide needed information about
the nonradiological, yet toxic and hazardous, components of wastes.
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CASE STUDY

The following illustrates how Waste Management Systems interacts with waste generators to
ensure that acceptable waste characterization data are provided It shows how 'acceptability' is
linked to repository performance assessments.

In 1984, a database was created to file waste manifest information for all waste generated on
the CRNL site and for waste received from off-site generators. When five full years of
manifest information (1983-1987) had been entered into the database, a comprehensive review
was undertaken to summarize wastes according to generator, type (reactor operations, isotope
production, etc.), the number, type and volumes of packages, their storage location, and
radionuclide inventories.

In support of the IRUS waste disposal project, the database review was used to identify IRUS
candidate wastes (radiologically hazardous lifetimes estimated to be less than 500 years). Using
data from the database, a performance assessment identified those candidate wastes that would
have the most significant impact upon IRUS performance.

The generic waste characterization program at CRNL is now focused on IRUS candidate
wastes to assess the quality of data provided on manifests. For example, the gamma-ray
monitor described previously has been used to characterize wastes received from an external
waste generator whose wastes were identified to have a major impact upon IRUS
performance.

In many cases, the generator's identification of the major radionuclide contaminant and its
estimated inventory were very different from that determined by the gamma-ray monitor. Part
of the difference in inventory estimates can be attributed to radioactive decay not accounted
for on the generator's manifest. However, often the long-lived radionuclidcs of interest for
storage and disposal were not estimated or even identified on the manifest, although they were
observed by gamma-ray monitoring. The results obtained from monitoring indicated little or no
segregation of wastes according to stream.

The poor agreement between manifest information and monitoring results indicates that the
data used for the performance assessment, which identified many of the generator's wastes as
having a significant impact upon IRUS, are suspect and must be re-evaluated.

Waste Management Systems has initiated discussions with the generator to assess its methods
for characterizing its wastes. The purpose of the assessment is to determine the actions the
generator must take to bring its estimates of waste characteristics in line with the results
obtained by compliance monitoring.

When better agreement between manifest data and compliance monitoring data can be
obtained, performance assessments can be carried out again to re-evaluate the impact this
generator's wastes will have upon a facility like IRUS. When better agreement is obtained, the
specialist who inspects the generator's manifest, data sheets and supporting documentation will
be able to qualify the data provided relative to the estimated impact the wastes would have
upon disposal facilities. This will help the specialist determine whether or not the generator i
methods to characterize its wastes are adequate and, thus, its wastes meet the acceptance
criteria.
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SUMMARY

Historically, waste characterization has been conducted with the understanding that some
defined range of variability (for example, a 10% uncertainty in the results obtained) must be
realized for estimates of waste properties. However, absolute ranges cannot be applied, since
the quality of characterization data required for any given waste stream depends on the impact
the waste stream will have upon a waste disposal facility.

To ensure that waste disposal is conducted efficiently, effectively and safely, waste
characterization by generators and compliance monitoring by disposal facility operators must be
a co-operative effort that links the quality of data required to waste disposal facility
performance assessment.
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Table 1: Disposal Concepts and Waste Categories

Disposal
Concept

deminimis

1ST

IRUS

SRC

Nominal Maximum
Radiologically
Hazardous Lifetime

not hazardous

150 years

500 years

> 500 years

Type of
Facility

landfill

enhanced earthen
trench

below ground
concrete vault

shallow rock
cavity

Vaste
Category

deminimis

I

II

III
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Table 2: Waste Category Definitions for Storage

Category Interim External Radiation
Storage On Unshielded Vaste

Radionuclide
Limits

Sand Trench < 100 mR'h-1 @ 30 cm,
< 5 R'h'1 on contact

II Bunker

III Bunker

< 10-3A2-m-
3 for

radionuclides vith
half-lives < 10 years,
< 10-5A2.nr

3 for
radionuclides vith
half-lives > 10 years,
< 10-4A2.nr

3 for
radioiodines,
< 100 g«nr3 natural uranium,
other alpha emitting radio-
nuclides are prohibited

> 100 mR»hl @ 30 cm, > 10-3A2.nr
3 for

> 5 Roh'1 on contact radionuclides vith
half-lives < 10 years,
> 10-4A2.m-

3 for
radioiodines vith half-
lives < 30 years,
> 10-5A2.nr

3 for
radionuclides vith
half-lives > 10 years
and < 30 years,
< 1000 g-nr3 natural
uranium,
other radionuclides
vith half-lives >
30 years not permitted

> 100 mR'h1 @ 30 cm,
> 5 R'h"1 on contact

radionuclides vith half-
lives > 30 years,
> 1000 g.nr3 natural
uranium,
irradiated fuel bundles
and fuel elements
not permitted

A, is a lover limit of radionuclide activity (see reference 4)
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COMPLIANCE
MONITORING

STATION

WASTE
RECEPTION

CENTRE
GROUND

LEVEL

1. LOW-LEVEL WASTE MONITORING TUNNEL

2. HIGH-LEVEL WASTE MONITORING TUNNEL

3. ELEVATOR TO LOWER WASTE FROM SHIELDING
CASKS INTO HIGH-LEVEL TUNNEL

4. ACCESS TO TUNNELS FROM WASTE RECEPTION CENTRE

The low-level tunnel will be above grade but mounded with earth
to provide shielding for the detectors. The high-level tunnel will be
located below grade to provide shielding to staff from the wastes
once they are removed from casks.

The low-level tunnel will be about 12 m long and 3 m diameter. The
high-level tunnel will be 25 - 30 m long and 1 m diameter. Multiple
detectors and collimators will be used to accommodate the wide range
of radioactivity expected in wastes.

Figure 1: Schematic of the Compliance Monitoring Station
(in the design phase)
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Figure 2: The Ash Analysis Regime Developed at CRNL
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